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Summary
Background: Online medical knowledge repositories such as MEDLINE and The Cochrane Library are increasingly used by physicians to retrieve articles to aid with clinical decision making. The prevailing approach for organizing retrieved articles is in the form of a rank-ordered list, with the assumption that the higher an article is presented on a list, the more relevant it is.

Objectives: Despite this common list-based organization, it is seldom studied how physicians perceive the association between the relevance of articles and the order in which articles are presented. In this paper we describe a case study that captured physician preferences for 3-element lists of medical articles in order to learn how to organize medical knowledge for decision-making.

Methods: Comprehensive relevance evaluations were developed to represent 3-element lists of hypothetical articles that may be retrieved from an online medical knowledge source such as MEDLINE or The Cochrane Library. Comprehensive relevance evaluations assess not only an article’s relevance for a query, but also whether it has been placed on the correct list position. In other words an article may be relevant and correctly placed on a result list (e.g. the most relevant article appears first in the result list), an article may be relevant for a query but placed on an incorrect list position (e.g. the most relevant article appears second in a result list), or an article may be irrelevant for a query yet still appear in the result list. The relevance evaluations were presented to six senior physicians who were asked to express their preferences for an article’s relevance and its position on a list by pairwise comparisons representing different combinations of 3-element lists. The elicited preferences were assessed using a novel GRIP (Generalized Regression with Intensities of Preference) method and represented as an additive value function. Value functions were derived for individual physicians as well as the group of physicians.

Results: The results show that physicians assign significant value to the 1st position on a list and they expect that the most relevant article is presented first. Whilst physicians still prefer obtaining a correctly placed article on position 2, they are also quite satisfied with misplaced relevant article. Low consideration of the 3rd position was uniformly confirmed.

Conclusions: Our findings confirm the importance of placing the most relevant article on the 1st position on a list and the importance paid to position on a list significantly diminishes after the 2nd position. The derived value functions may be used by developers of clinical decision support applications to decide how best to organize medical knowledge for decision making and to create personalized evaluation measures that can augment typical measures used to evaluate information retrieval systems.

1. Introduction

As part of our research on clinical decision support systems we have been developing methods for automatically retrieving biomedical articles from The Cochrane Library relevant in the current context of a patient-physician encounter, and for presenting these articles to physicians at the point-of-care. These articles are indexed and searched using methods from information retrieval and organized as a rank-ordered list [1], where the rank corresponds to the relevance of an article as computed by the information retrieval system. These automatically computed rankings are only estimates of relevance, the “gold standard” of relevance is provided by real users (who
may also differ in their estimates of relevance) and mistakes by the information retrieval system are also possible. This work prompted us to pose the following research question: “What are physicians’ preferences with regards to the organization of medical articles for specific positions on a list?” In other words how do physicians value the correct match between an article’s rank and relevance on specific positions on a result list and how do they perceive mistakes on different positions on a rank-ordered list. For example, how do physicians rate the importance of having relevant (or irrelevant) articles on particular list positions (e.g., 1st, 2nd and 3rd)? Or, how do they value articles that are relevant but misplaced on list positions (for example the most relevant article is placed in 2nd instead of 1st position)? We need to underline that in this research we are not concerned with issues of how a given article was placed on a particular position on a list (i.e., how its rank was computed) and we do not examine the relative relevance of retrieved articles. Rather we are interested in discovering physicians’ preferences associated with particular list positions (specifically, we consider lists with three positions), where on each of these positions there may be a correctly ranked relevant article, an incorrectly ranked relevant article or an irrelevant article, and subsequently in learning how to better organize medical articles from online medical knowledge repositories for decision-making.

Conventional information retrieval applications (including popular search engines), return lists of ranked articles where article features (e.g. terms and term frequencies) are used to estimate relevance for a given query which is usually in the form of a set of keywords specified by a user. In general, a query does not uniquely identify a single article in the collection. Instead, several articles may match the query, usually with different degrees of relevancy and most retrieval systems compute a numeric score on how well each article matches the query, and ranks the articles according to this value. Generally users do not have time to examine all highly ranked results returned by a query, rather they are most interested in the most relevant articles from a collection, however this maximization of the most relevant results is a difficult task due to the inherent ambiguity of natural language which is characterized by homographs, synonyms and polysemes. This is especially evident if a user provides too few query terms to precisely describe their information need. Furthermore users often do not or cannot articulate the context of their information need or are not familiar with advanced search techniques such as Boolean operators that allow them to choose optimal logical combinations of search terms and therefore the search engine will retrieve many more documents that the user considers relevant to their query. In terms of evaluating information retrieval systems, the established method is to evaluate the relevance of retrieved articles by comparison with a gold standard which is usually provided by an expert. The effectiveness of the automatic application is then measured in terms of precision — the number of relevant articles a query retrieves divided by the total number of articles retrieved, and recall – the number of relevant articles retrieved divided by the total number of relevant articles that should have been retrieved for the query [2–5]. Such metrics are commonly applied to evaluate the performance of clinical information retrieval applications [6–10].

However, these metrics (precision and recall), are set-based measures, therefore they do not take into account the position of an article on a rank-ordered list and how users (in this case, physicians), perceive mistakes with regard to relevant but misplaced (in terms of their position on a list) articles. Some attempts have been made to extend precision and recall to take into consideration rank-ordered results. For example, precision values can be interpolated at standard recall levels (e.g. {0.1, 0.2, … 1.0}), where the interpolated precision at the j-th standard recall level is the maximum known precision at any recall level between the j-th and (j + 1)-th level [2]. Likewise mean average precision is a measure used to average precision over a number of queries and has the effect of promoting relevant results closer to the top of a result list [2]. Both measures factor in precision at all recall levels but for many applications, including web search, this may not be germane to users who tend to be interested in how many relevant articles there are at the top of returned result lists [11].

This leads to measuring precision at fixed top levels of retrieved results, such as 10, 20 or 30 articles. This is referred to as precision at k, for example precision at 10 [2]. It has the advantage of not requiring any estimate of the size of the set of relevant articles but at the same time it is the least stable of the commonly used evaluation measures and it does not average well [2]. Furthermore it fails to take into account the positions of the relevant articles among the top k [2].

A measure that attempts to incorporate user preferences into evaluating retrieval is binary preference. It considers the number of articles that were judged as non-relevant that were retrieved with higher rank than relevant articles and it is claimed that the measure is more reliable than mean average precision [12, 13]. However none of the discussed measures have the ability to capture preferences with regard to relevant articles that are out of position on a list. Specifically these measures consider only the retrieval of relevant articles and make the assumption that users equally value all relevant articles. In order to address this issue we introduce the notion of comprehensive relevance evaluations that represent the relevance of hypothetical articles, and that specify not only whether an article is relevant for a query, but also whether it has been placed in the correct position on a 3-element list given the gold standard. Consider a sample query where the gold standard indicates that the correct triple of articles retrieved should be (a1, a2, a3), while the information retrieval application retrieved a triple of articles (a1, a3, a2). Comprehensive relevance evaluations representing hypothetical articles from the retrieved list (established by comparing the retrieved list to the gold standard) are the following:

- Relevant and correctly placed for articles a1, a2, a3 is most relevant and placed in the right position,
- Relevant but misplaced for article a1, a2, a3 is relevant but placed in the wrong position (2nd instead of 3rd),
- Irrelevant for article a5.
In our analysis we focus on the interplay between the comprehensive relevance evaluation and the position on a list. Specifically we pose the following questions for organizing articles returned by information retrieval applications for clinical decision support:

1. How do physicians value specific positions on a result list?
2. How do physicians perceive the relevance of articles as they move from top to lower positions on a result list?

We posit that an understanding of physician’s preferences with regard to retrieved medical articles from online knowledge sources is an important issue as list-based presentation is used to guide and constrain a physician’s decision making behaviour [14]. Furthermore physician’s decision making is often time-limited and is prone to such cues as position on a list [15–17], amplifying the importance of learning about the interplay between article relevance and its placement on a list.

In order to answer the research questions we designed and conducted a case study described later in the paper. In this study we move away from typical rank-ordered lists of retrieved articles and replace them with lists of comprehensive relevance evaluations (as in the example above) in order to facilitate their analysis. Discussions with physicians during the implementation of a clinical retrieval system revealed their concerns with time pressures experienced during patient encounters and there was a strong consensus for result lists with maximum length of three articles. The physicians’ preferences are consistent with results published by Spink et al. on information retrieval on the Web [18] who found that most users do not go beyond the third item in a result list. Thus we focused on lists of three articles in our analysis. In the text hereafter we refer to such lists as triples of comprehensive relevance evaluations or triples for brevity. We note that although we focus on triples representing 3-element lists of hypothetical articles, longer lists may be easily generated using different combinations of possible comprehensive relevance evaluations – relevant and correctly placed, relevant but misplaced and irrelevant.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss related research on the information seeking behaviour of physicians and list-based organization of search results. In Section 3 we present a novel GRIP (Generalized Regression with Intensities of Preference) method that was used to assess physician’s preferences by deriving value functions representing preferences with regard to article positions on a list and describe the design of our case study for eliciting physician preferences, both as individuals and as a group. The results of the analysis and a discussion of these results are presented in Section 4 and the paper concludes with insights and a discussion in Section 5.

2. Related Research

Our research falls into a broad space of work studying how physicians perceive and process organized information (be it in the form of evidence or other information at the point-of-care). The information needs of physicians have been studied for many years since the seminal work of Covell [19]. Studies have focused on the type of information need, for example the extensive “evidence cart” survey in the UK found that 81% of medical evidence sought related to diagnostic and/or treatment decisions [20]; the frequency of the information need, for example [21] reported that doctors asked 5.5 questions per half day; the information sources used by physicians, for example studies by Cullen and Schilling reported that the most commonly used electronic resources were MEDLINE, clinical guideline websites, Internet search engines, and The Cochrane Library [22, 23]; and aspects of search that are necessary to cope with an increasing amount of medical information [24, 25]. These studies concluded that physicians have significant information needs in practice, that electronic resource are an under-utilized information source, and that information literacy training is required so that physicians can effectively perform literature searching [26].

However scant research has focused on the most effective ways to organize retrieved information and in particular the impact that list-based presentation has on physicians valuation of the information (articles) in relation to how much value they place on the position on a list, or the ordering of relevant articles in such a list. Lists are one of the most common ways of managing the presentation of information and have long been used as a means of externalizing cognition and organizing items [27–30]. Several main effects of list-based organization and presentation have been observed in the cognitive psychology literature including the primacy effect – items in a list that are first tend to be more memorable, the recency effect – items in a list that are last tend to be more memorable than items in the middle, and the von Restorff effect – distinctive items are more memorable. List-based presentation also has its critics. For example, it has been claimed that the low precision of search engines coupled with an ordered list presentation style make it hard for users to find the information they are looking for [31]. In spite of such criticisms and subsequent attempts to introduce other mechanisms such as clustering for organizing search results [32], list-based presentation continues to be the dominant method for organizing information presentation.

Researchers have examined user behaviour and interaction with ranked lists to analyse how best to present search results. User actions such as opening articles or the order in which users view entries in result lists have been extensively evaluated. For example, researchers have studied whether users prefer to follow a depth-first strategy, where the user examines each entry in the list in turn starting from the top, and decides immediately whether to open the article in question; or a breadth-first strategy where the user looks ahead at a number of list entries and then revisits the most promising ones [33]. The results were conclusive that a significant majority (85%) of users rely on a depth-first strategy. Other research has demonstrated that subjects change strategies from depth-first to breadth-first patterns of processing as time pressures increase [34].

Eye tracking studies (measuring spatially stable gaze during which visual attention was directed to a specific area of the display), have been employed to estimate...
how users process list-based information [35, 36]. Most gaze activity was directed at the first few items with items ranked lower receiving last and least attention. Specifically the results indicated that users tended to view the first and second-ranked entries right away, and then there is a large gap before viewing the third-ranked entry. Another study by Keane et al. [37], confirmed the inclination of users to access items at the beginning of lists. Their study presented search result lists in randomized, counterbalanced, normal and reversed ordering during an experiment involving 30 users. The most relevant item was selected on the first click 70% of the time in the normal (relevance-based) ordering, but only 10% of the time in the reversed ordering. In contrast, the 10th relevance-ranked item was chosen 41% of the time in the reversed condition, and only 2% of the time in the relevance-based ordering. These findings reflect other analysis of user patterns in web search conducted by [18, 38–40]. For example in a study of 1 million queries [18], 47.6% of users looked at two or less results, and in studies of 154,000 [40] and 51,000 queries [39], the percentage of users looking at one, two or three results were 85.2%, 7.5%, and 3.0%, and 58%, 19% and 9% respectively. The authors conclude that the users have a low tolerance of going in detail through longer lists and that the need for high precision in Web information retrieval algorithms is vital. Considering the potential impact of this inherent user behaviour on search, a school of research is actively devising solutions to overcome the effect of falsely over-promoting web pages by placing them at the top of result lists where they will be selected preferentially by users [41, 42].

Other related studies have examined how memorable search results within a list are. For example in a study involving 245 participants, Teevan found that on average participants followed 1.9 search results and that only about 15% of all results displayed were memorable [43]. The factors affecting how likely a result was to be remembered included among others, where in the result list it was ranked. In particular those results presented first are more memorable compared to later results. Teevan also analysed how result ordering was remembered and found that memory mistakes were less common for highly ranked results and that the first result’s rank was remembered correctly 90% of the time [43].

All these findings have strong implications for the organization of medical articles for physicians. Considering the usual cognitive limitations of humans as well as the time pressures experienced by most physicians, it seems fair to state that physicians will most likely consult only a small number of articles from a list. Furthermore, if articles presented close to the top of a list have little relevance or are irrelevant, it is likely the entire list will be discarded. While the above statement is confirmed by the research cited in this section, there is no evidence of how strong physician preferences (either individually or as a group), are with regards to positions on rank-ordered lists and what articles are presented on specific list positions. Specifically, little is known about how much value they place on retrieving relevant articles in the correct order on a list versus how they assess being presented with relevant articles but not necessarily in the right order. The study presented in this paper gives an insight into physician’s preferences for specific positions on a list and describes the construction of value functions that can be used to personalize the presentation of relevant articles based on their preferences. Such an approach moves beyond previous work on information presentation in the biomedical domain where the focus has not been on user preferences, rather the order of presentation has been estimated using features of the articles (e.g. specific pre-labelled text segments [44]), as well as metadata about articles (e.g. citation counts and journal impact factors [45]).

3. Methods
3.1 The GRIP Method
In order to answer the research questions formulated in Section 1, we need to elicit preferences of physicians (as individuals and as a group) with regard to comprehensive relevance evaluations at specific positions on a triple, and use this information to construct a preference model in the form of a value function. Such a value function can be then used to assess the overall value of a triple.

In this research we aim to estimate an additive value function, which is constructed as the sum of marginal value functions associated with specific criteria characterizing decision alternatives (or alternatives in short). The additive value function is formally defined as:

$$U(a) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} u_i(g_i(a))$$

where $a$ is an alternative described by family of $n$ criteria $g_1, \ldots, g_n$, and $u_i$ is a non-decreasing marginal value function associated with criterion $g_i$.

In our research, alternatives are triples of comprehensive relevance evaluations characterized by three ordinal criteria $- g_1, g_2$ and $g_3$ – corresponding to the 1st, 2nd and 3rd position in a triple respectively. The evaluation scale of each criterion is composed of possible comprehensive relevance evaluations ordered from the least to the most preferred one (irrelevant, relevant but misplaced, relevant).

The additive value function not only provides the overall value of a triple, but through marginal value functions gives a thorough insight into preferences associated with specific positions in a triple. The latter is crucial for answering our research questions. It also differentiates our study from previous work, where value functions have been applied in information retrieval to learn in general about user preferences for article relevance [46, 47].

There are many theoretical approaches to estimating an additive value function, including those that rely on the ordinal regression paradigm. In these approaches, preferential information is captured first through pairwise comparisons of a subset of alternatives (so-called reference alternatives), and then a value function consistent with this information is built [48, 49]. Such a value function, called compatible, represents preferences of a specific decision maker (DM), which means that it compares reference alternatives in the same way as a DM would, and it can be applied to assess other alternatives, not included in the reference set.

In our research we used the GRIP method [50, 51]. Its outline is given in
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Figure 1. GRIP accepts as input preferential information given by a DM in the form of pairwise comparisons of reference alternatives and ordinal intensities of preference among them. This preferential information does not need to be complete, i.e., a DM can provide pairwise comparisons of selected reference alternatives, and intensities of preferences on pairs of some other reference alternatives. Indeed, in the case study described in this paper, preferential information elicited from physicians was limited to pairwise comparisons of reference triples only.

Computations conducted by GRIP are divided to include four steps marked with rectangles in Figure 1 that involve solving different mathematical programming models (for detailed descriptions of the steps and models applied in our case study see the online appendix). In step 1 GRIP constructs all possible value functions that are compatible with provided preferential information by solving a model with linear constraints representing this information. If the model has no solution (i.e., no compatible value function exists), it indicates that the preferences of a DM cannot be represented by an additive value function, preferential information is erroneous, or preferential information is contradictory (preferences are unstable or some latent criteria have not been considered).

In such a case GRIP is able to help a DM identify reasons for the incompatibility by proceeding to step 2. In this step GRIP solves a mixed 0–1 linear programming model that identifies a minimal set of constraints that need to be removed from the model constructed in step 1 so at least one compatible value function can be found. The identified constraints point at problematic preferential statements (pairwise comparisons or preference intensities) that need to be assessed by a DM. Once the preferential information has been revised, GRIP returns to step 1.

If step 1 terminates successfully (i.e., at least one compatible value function has been found), GRIP proceeds with step 3 where it constructs necessary and possible preference relations. A necessary preference relation is supported by all compatible value functions obtained in step 1, and a possible preference relation is supported by at least one compatible value function constructed in step 1. Both these relations are established by solving another linear programming model. While possible and necessary relations can be applied to build possible and necessary rankings of alternatives that are presented to a DM as a supplemental result, they are used as additional input to calculations in the last step.

In step 4 GRIP constructs a representative value function on the basis of all compatible value functions from step 1 and preference relations from step 3 [52, 53]. First, it maximizes the minimal difference between values of alternatives, for which the necessary preference holds (this is done by solving the mathematical programming model with constraints from step 1 expanded with additional constraints representing the necessary preference). If there is still more than one such value function, GRIP minimizes the maximal difference between values of alternatives, for which the possible preference holds (the linear programming model used previously is further expanded with constraints representing the possible preference and solved). The resulting value function is presented to a DM as the representative value function. This function is based on the necessary and possible preference relations and, in a sense it gives the most accurate representation of these relations.

### 3.2 Case Study

We designed a case study to elicit and represent physician preferences with regard to the organization of rank-ordered lists of medical articles using the GRIP method. The case study involved the participation of six physicians, all from teaching hospitals and all with at least 10 years of clinical experience. They represented a range of clinical specialties – emergency medicine, community medicine, internal medicine, intensive care and anaesthesiology. All had prior experience of retrieving medical articles for decision support both off-line and at the point-of-care.

The experimental design of the case study is shown in the form of pseudo-code...

D. O’Sullivan et al.: Learning the Preferences of Physicians for the Organization of Result Lists of Medical Evidence Articles

/*Phase 1
all ← set of all feasible triples of rank-ordered articles
ref ← set of pairs of reference triples from all
*/

/*Phase 2
for p ∈ set of participants do
    cmp_p ← ask p to compare pairs of triples from ref
    if no value function compatible with cmp_p exists then
        inc_p ← identify inconsistent pairwise comparisons in cmp_p
        cmp_p ← cmp_p \ inc_p
    end

    construct an individual representative value function for p using cmp_p
*/

/*Phase 3
cmp_group ← {}
for p ∈ set of participants do cmp_group ← cmp_group ∪ cmp_p
if cmp_group contains contradictory comparisons then
    con_group ← select conflicting responses in cmp_group
    cmp_group ← cmp_group \ con_group
end

construct a group representative value function using cmp_group

3.3.1 Phase 1

This phase started with devising a set of coded triples that represented all feasible combinations of comprehensive relevance evaluations for 3-element lists of retrieved articles. These combinations were established without the need for an auxiliary article retrieval experiment, which significantly streamlined this phase of the study. A comprehensive relevance evaluation in each position in a triple (1st, 2nd, 3rd) was coded as X, N or Y, where X indicates an irrelevant article at a position, N indicates a relevant but misplaced article, and Y indicates a relevant and correctly placed article. Thus, the triple [relevant and correctly placed article, relevant but misplaced article, irrelevant article] mentioned in Section 1 is coded as YNX according to this coding scheme.

The applied coding scheme resulted in 24 feasible triples. This is less than all possible combinations (27), because some triples are not feasible (given the assumption that there are at most three relevant articles), and as a result were not considered in the experiment. For example, a triple YYN is not feasible because it has two articles that are in the correct position and are relevant, thus the third article cannot be misplaced (N) but can be either irrelevant (X) or relevant and correctly placed (Y).

From the set of 24 feasible triples, we selected 12 reference triples and used them to construct 10 pairs of triples for pairwise comparison by physicians. These pairs cor-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PCID</th>
<th>(t_1)</th>
<th>(t_2)</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2 – 3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5 – 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NNN</td>
<td>YXY</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NNX</td>
<td>YXY</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NXN</td>
<td>XYY</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>~</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NXX</td>
<td>XXY</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>XNX</td>
<td>XXY</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>XNN</td>
<td>YXX</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NNN</td>
<td>YXY</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NNX</td>
<td>XYY</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>~</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>XNN</td>
<td>XXY</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NXX</td>
<td>XXY</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCID = pairwise comparison ID; \(t_1\) = triple 1; \(t_2\) = triple 2; Y = relevant, correctly placed; N = relevant, misplaced; X = irrelevant; P1–P6 = physicians 1–6; > = \(t_1\) preferred over \(t_2\); < = \(t_2\) preferred over \(t_1\); ~ = \(t_1\) equally preferred to \(t_2\).
responded to less obvious evaluations. For example, YYY is intuitively preferred over XYX (retrieving two relevant articles placed correctly on the first two positions is preferred over retrieving one relevant article and placing it correctly on the second position, with two remaining articles being irrelevant); while comparing NNN and YYY is more difficult and subjective (is it preferred that all retrieved articles are relevant but misplaced as opposed to having one irrelevant article and two other relevant and correctly placed articles?). Given the non-trivial nature of the defined pairs, their number was intentionally limited to ensure the lists would be thoroughly assessed by physicians.

3.2.3 Phase 2

At the outset physicians were informed about the purpose of the study and the research questions we were trying to answer. We provided instructions on how they should conduct pairwise evaluations and used triples that were not evaluated in the case study as training examples. After this brief instruction session, physicians were asked to independently assess each pair of reference triples established in the previous phase and to state if one triple was preferred over the other or if they were equally preferred.

When pairwise assessments were completed, GRIP was used to check if individual pairwise comparisons provided by each of the physicians were compatible with any value function. In the case of an incompatibility, inconsistent comparisons by a given physician were identified and removed from the analysis. Finally, GRIP was applied to construct a representative value function for each physician. Specifically, we focused on marginal value functions in order to gain a detailed insight into the preferences of specific physicians for comprehensive relevance evaluations for the particular positions in a triple (1st, 2nd and 3rd). These marginal functions are discussed in detail in Section 4.2.

3.2.3 Phase 3

This phase began by combining individual pairwise comparisons (with inconsistencies removed in Phase 2). The resulting set was checked for conflicting responses between the respondents (contradictory assessments for the same pair of triples provided by different physicians), as in order to construct a group representative value function, conflicts must be resolved. Since there may have been many possible subsets of comparisons to remove, we used a heuristic that removed conflicting comparisons given by the smallest number of physicians. In other words, we kept those comparisons that were supported by the majority of physicians. Having estab-

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physician</th>
<th>Inconsistent comparisons</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P2_3</td>
<td>NXN &gt; XYY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>NNN &gt; YYY, NXN ~ XYY, NNX ~ XYY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5_6</td>
<td>NXN ~ XYY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y = relevant, correctly placed; N = relevant, misplaced; X = irrelevant; > = triple \( t_1 \) preferred over triple \( t_2 \); < = \( t_2 \) preferred over \( t_1 \); ~ = \( t_1 \) equally preferred to \( t_2 \)

Inconsistent comparisons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NXN &gt; XYY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NNN &gt; YYY, NXN ~ XYY, NNX ~ XYY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NXN ~ XYY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3

Marginal value functions for individual physicians
lished non-contradictory responses, GRIP was applied to construct a group representative value function. We present these results in Section 4.3.

4. Results and Discussion

We need to note that the ability to use statistical techniques in the analysis of the results is limited because of the case study format that focuses on a single group of physicians. Therefore, the analysis presented here is descriptive with the aim of summarizing the data and providing a succinct description of the patterns and relationships that were revealed.

4.1 Pairwise Comparisons of Reference Triples

Table 1 presents the results of the pairwise comparisons of reference triples by the physicians. Each of the physicians (denoted as P1, P2 ... P6) was asked to express her/his preferences for one triple (t1) over another (t2) as: t1 preferred over t2 (symbol “>”), t2 preferred over t1 (symbol “<”), and t1 equally preferred to t2 (symbol “∼”), and where PCID denotes the pairwise comparison ID. Each physician responded individually, independently assessing the pairs of triples and they were not able to see the responses of other participants. It happened that physicians P2 and P3 responded identically and are grouped together as (P2_3), and similarly for physicians P5 and P6 (P5_6). Their responses were amalgamated for the sake of concise representation after the surveys had been completed.

4.2 Individual Representative Value Functions

The responses presented in Table 1 formed an input for the GRIP method. First, GRIP identified inconsistent comparisons to be removed from the analysis. All physicians except P1 made some inconsistent pairwise comparisons and they are listed in Table 2. The largest number of inconsistent comparisons was made by P4. Moreover, the same inconsistent comparison (NNX – XYY) was reported by P4 and P5_6. After removing these responses, we proceeded with constructing representative value functions.

Marginal value functions derived by GRIP and representing individual physician preferences regarding comprehensive relevance evaluations of articles on a rank-ordered list are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3a shows preferences of physicians regarding the 1st position; Figure 3b shows their preferences regarding the 2nd position; and Figure 3c shows their preferences for the 3rd position. Furthermore, Table 3 gives marginal values for codes Y and N for each physician on the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd positions in a triple. The value of X on any position is equal to 0; therefore it has been excluded from the figures and table.

A quick overview of these results indicates that physicians place the highest value on position 1 and also on position 3. This is demonstrated by the marginal values associated with Y on specific positions – highest for position 1, and lowest for position 3 (only for P4 are utilities for Y on position 1 and 2 equal). Moreover, values obtained for P1 and P2_3 on position 1 and also on position 3 are equal, which implies some similarity between these physicians.

- Analysis of results in Figure 3 and Table 3 reveals there are two prevailing patterns of preferences:
  - Less demanding, where physicians mostly value having a relevant article, and the correct position of the article is of secondary importance (i.e., they are willing to accept a relevant but misplaced article). This pattern is exemplified by much smaller differences of marginal values between N and Y, than between X and N;
  - More demanding, where physicians value not only the relevance of an article, but also having an article presented in the correct position (i.e., they

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Individual marginal values for N and Y on positions 1, 2 and 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physician</td>
<td>Position 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2_3</td>
<td>0.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5_6</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Y = relevant, correctly placed; N = relevant, misplaced

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4</th>
<th>Pairwise comparisons selected to construct a group representative value function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PCID</td>
<td>t1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>NNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NNX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>NNX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>NXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>NXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>XNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>NNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>NNX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>XNN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>NXX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

PCID = pairwise comparison ID; t1 = triple 1; t2 = triple 2; Y = relevant, correctly placed; N = relevant, misplaced; X = irrelevant; P1–P6 = physicians 1–6; > = t1 preferred over t2; < = t1 preferred over t2; “Selected” = comparisons selected for further analysis
accept only relevant and correctly positioned articles). This pattern is characterized by linearly increasing marginal values for X, N, and Y.

The more demanding pattern of preferences is demonstrated across all positions by P4, while the less demanding pattern is consistently presented by P2_3. Preferences of other respondents vary depending on the position. P1 has less demanding preferences for positions 1 and 3, and a more demanding preference for position 2, while P5_6 has a more demanding pattern of preference for position 1 and less demanding for positions 2 and 3.

The overall conclusion from this analysis is that in principle, positioning and relevance is important for physicians when viewing a list of medical articles. In particular a high value is placed on the 1st position on a list. This is coupled with a general reduction in the value of retrieved articles if they are placed on lower positions in a rank-ordered list. Specific preferences vary across physicians and positions – some physicians are more willing to accept relevant but misplaced articles (less demanding), while others equally value relevance and correct position of retrieved articles (more demanding). These differences in preferences are addressed in the next stage of analysis, where a group representative value function has been developed.

### 4.3 Group Representative Value Function

Table 4 shows the comparisons used to derive individual value functions. Empty cells indicate comparisons that were removed to ensure that representative value functions for individual physicians existed. This table reveals that non-conflicting (consistent) comparisons were given only for 3 out of 10 pairs (PCIDs of 2, 3 and 4). Contradictions for the remaining pairs were addressed before proceeding with the development of a group representative value function. The “Selected” column in Table 4 shows comparisons selected for further analysis – they are augmented with information about the number of physicians (out of 6) who provided them. Moreover, cells in the table corresponding to selected comparisons are marked in grey to better show their prevalence. We note that for pair 7 (NNN and YXY) there were two responses supported by the same number of physicians – NNN > YXY and NNN < YXY, however, the former resulted in no representative value function, so it was discarded.

Marginal value functions derived by GRIP for the group of physicians are presented in Figure 4 and marginal values for codes N and Y are given in Table 5 (as previously, values for X are not shown as they are 0). Interestingly, marginal value functions for the group of physicians are the same as individual marginal value functions for P5_6 (see Section 4.2 for details). This can be easily explained by looking at Table 4. The set of selected consistent comparisons (“Selected”) includes all comparisons given by P5_6 – for 9 out of 10 pairs there was at least one other physi-
cian who supported the same evaluation, thus these comparisons were most prevalent and ultimately selected.

The pattern of preferences for the group of physicians combines both more and less demanding patterns as discussed in the previous section. The group is more demanding with regards to the 1st position and require that the most relevant article be presented there, and less demanding with regard to the 2nd and 3rd positions (relevance is more important than the correct positioning). This is intuitively appealing as it highlights the distinctive role of the 1st position on a list, and it is consistent with results of other research e.g. [36]. Moreover, there is a clear difference of importance across positions (as demonstrated by the marginal values for Y) – the 2nd position is twice as important as the 3rd one (0.32 vs. 0.16), and the 1st position is three times as important as the 3rd one (0.53 vs. 0.16).

Finally, Figure 5 presents the ranking of all feasible triples constructed according to the group representative value function (all triples at the same level have the same value of this function). It also indicates reference triples (marked in grey) and shows how they were compared according to the selected consistent responses of the physicians (an arc from \( t_1 \) to \( t_2 \) means that \( t_1 \) was preferred over \( t_2 \), the number next to an arc indicates the PCID of a specific pair in Table 4). In other words, the figure shows how preferential information (pairwise comparisons of reference triples) has been embedded into the ranking of all feasible triples by the group representative value function.

### 4.4 Application of the Group Value Function – Sample Scenario

As mentioned in Section 1, we are developing a system for automatically retrieving biomedical articles (i.e., systematic reviews) from The Cochrane Library for presentation to physicians at the point-of-care. Retrieved articles are presented as a rank-ordered list, where the rank corresponds to the relevance of an article for the currently examined patient as computed by the system. In order to evaluate the system we used actual patient cases to derive vignettes combining

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position 1</th>
<th>Position 2</th>
<th>Position 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5  Group marginal values for N and Y on positions 1, 2 and 3

N = relevant, misplaced; Y = relevant, correctly placed

Figure 5  Ranking of all triples by the group representative value function
Table 6  Evaluation of articles retrieved for vignette 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieved article ID</th>
<th>Position calculated by retrieval system</th>
<th>Evaluation provided by physician</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article 21</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>N (should be placed in position 3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7  Evaluation of articles retrieved for vignette 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Retrieved article ID</th>
<th>Position calculated by retrieval system</th>
<th>Evaluation provided by physician</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Article 60</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 48</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article 21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>N (should be placed in position 1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

patient data, confirmed diagnosis and proposed treatment(s). Our system translated these vignettes to queries and then retrieved and ranked relevant articles. Finally, the relevance of retrieved articles was evaluated by physicians of diversified professional experience. The physicians were presented the top three retrieved articles and asked to rate each one using the same codes as in the study described in this paper (Y, N or X). In the case that a participant rated an article N, we asked them to provide what they believed was the correct list position for that article.

We use selected results from the information retrieval study to illustrate application of the representive group value function described in Section 4.3 and to compare it to a typical retrieval metric (precision at 3). Specifically, we focus on articles retrieved for two vignettes and evaluated by a single physician. Results for vignette 1 are given in Table 6 (for brevity we omit the vignette itself and exact titles of the articles). Precision at 3 computed given these evaluations is 2/3 = 0.67, while the group value function is equal to 0.53 + 0.26 + 0.0 = 0.79.

Table 7 summarizes results for vignette 2. Here precision at 3 is the same as previously (2/3 or 0.67), while the group value function equals 0.0 + 0.32 + 0.11 = 0.43, thus it is lower than that for vignette 1. This clearly indicates that the retrieval system performed better in the case of vignette 1. However this difference is not captured by the traditional precision at 3, and highlights the need for new measures that take into account preferences of physicians (in this case captured by the group value function).

5. Conclusions

This paper presented the results of a case study that aimed to learn about physicians’ preferences with regards to the relevance and positioning of articles on rank-ordered lists. To facilitate the analysis we used comprehensive relevance evaluations to characterize articles, thus we considered triples of comprehensive relevance evaluations instead of triples of retrieved articles. Six physicians were asked to provide pairwise comparisons of pre-selected reference triples, and we obtained four unique sets of responses that were analysed using the GRIP method. Representative value functions were developed to model the preferences of individual physicians and the group value function was derived using the four sets of responses.

The study allowed us to answer two research questions regarding the organization of articles in terms of their relevance and position on a list. In terms of specific list positions, the analysis for individual physicians concluded that physicians assign significant value to the 1st position on a list and they expect that the most relevant article is presented first. Regarding other positions on a list, for some more demanding physicians, having a correctly positioned relevant article in position 2 on a list is very important, while for less demanding physicians, the difference in preferences between relevant articles in the correct position and relevant but misplaced articles is smaller – whilst they still prefer obtaining relevant correctly placed articles in position 2, they are also quite satisfied with misplaced relevant articles.

The analysis for the group of physicians further confirmed these findings about the 1st position on a list and it enforced the pattern of more and less demanding patterns of preferences. Overall, the group is more demanding with regard to the 1st position and finding a relevant article there and less demanding about positioning as they move down a list to the 2nd and 3rd positions – for these positions the relevance of a presented article is valued more than correct position. This is combined with an overall pattern of rapidly decreasing importance of articles as physicians move down a result list indicating that physicians perceive articles to be less relevant as they move from higher to lower positions on a list.

Our results correlate with research on general user searches on the Web [34, 36, 37–40], indicating the importance of the 1st position on a result list and in finding a relevant article in this position, and the rapid drop off in importance after that position. However, the results provide further insight into physician search and decision making behaviour by highlighting that it is not sufficient to evaluate only the retrieval of correct articles as it is usually done in the information retrieval research community. Rather our analysis shows that physicians clearly value the position on a list where an article is presented as well as relevance.

The findings of our study are beneficial for research into the development of clinical retrieval applications by providing guidance on how articles should be organized and presented for decision making. Rank-ordered lists should be short; both individually and as a group, physicians are most interested in articles positioned at the top of a result list. In particular, the precision of retrieval is essential – it is very important that the article presented in the 1st position is the most relevant article in a given corpus. While some physicians prefer the second most relevant article from the corpus in position 2, many will settle on just retrieving a relevant article (not necessarily the second most relevant article in a corpus). As a group, perceived importance of rank diminishes rapidly the further one moves down a result list. The findings may be more widely applied beyond physicians to any user group that needs to quickly discriminate between articles presented on a result list or to scenarios where
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only a limited amount of information can be presented (e.g. on a mobile device).

In future work we intend to use the results of this study in developing a method for more accurately evaluating medical evidence retrieval. As outlined in the sample scenario in subsection 4.4, our findings can be used to supplement traditional evaluation metrics to better take into account the position of an article on a list. In such a way the group representative value function in Figure 5 could be used to “calibrate” precision for retrieved articles, i.e., the precision for an article triple represented as YYX should be higher than that for a triple XYY when evaluating the effectiveness of an information retrieval algorithm.
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